YASCNA Agenda

Open with Serenity Prayer @ 10:03 am
12 Traditions – Jocelyn
12 Concepts – Graham
Service Prayer – Devin

Roll Call and GSR Reports
1. A New Light – Ray-gsr, avg=20, newcomers=5, donation=$20
2. Basic Text Study – Frank-gsr, avg=18, newcomers=3, donation=$0 meeting last meeting on the rez happened, keep an eye on the website for more information of the new meeting spot!
3. Biscuits & Gravy – Lauren-gsr, avg=40, newcomers=6, donation=$65
4. CandleLight – Sarah B-gsr, avg=49, newcomers=26, donation=$19 we need homegroup members!
5. Dopeless Hope Fiends – Joe B-gsr, avg=40, newcomers=22, donation=$22, please support the meeting we need some clean time!
7. Lunar Nooner – DJ-gsr, avg=24, newcomers=10, donation=$83,
8. Lost & Found – Vince-gsr, avg=67, newcomers=15, donation=$10 vaping is allowed at this meeting, please put this on the website and meeting lists
10. We Do Recover- Eric-gsr, avg=45, newcomers=5, donation=$54.
11. Girls Gone Clean- Barbara-gsr, avg=20, newcomers=7, donation=$21
12. No Matter What-luke-alt gsr, avg=20, newcomers=0, donation=$40 I DON’T HAVE YOUR GSR REPORT PLEASE TURN THEM IN FOR OUR RECORDS!
13. Saturday speaker meeting- Johnny represented the meeting as an alt gsr, they are having a speaker the 2nd Saturdays and a jft meeting the 3rd Saturdays, looking for secretaries to run the meetings for the other Saturdays during the month.

Note: 13 of 13 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Officers and Reports:
Chair- Travis- Elections are coming up, nominations in November and resumes accepted. Travis is willing to run for chair again.
Vice Chair – Alex- nothing to report as vice chair
RCM1 – Vickie – see attached

RCM2- Trent- take regional meetings lists, some meetings may not be up to date as they are updated less often than local meeting lists. Western learning service days happened on the 26th-28th. Also read attached suggester resume and willingness statement from Trent

H & I – Johnny – all panels were filled at the juvi and dom, ordering $58 in literature.

PR – Alex- Getting all of the stuff back from Paulie. Trent gave us a copy of the powerpoint/ letter to law enforcement that the west valley gave us to use as an example of what has worked for them. He will talk to regional PR about training.

Activities – Ray P and Aaron- total from campout was $1508 and spent 105 on our half of the campsite. we are still waiting to receive $30 from the verde which makes up the difference of splitting the
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campsite and what they have already given us. Our income was $1403, we spent 360- cost of our half of campsite and part of the 275 budget, so our profit was 1,043 plus the 30 that verde will be sending to our po box. Asking for $275 for a tye dye event.
---im not sure if that is exactly the way that should be written due to the fact that we paid the campsite at the beginning of the year. But here is what I've got. 
Treasurer – Dominique- (Preliminary Report)- start balance was $2,340.50
Literature – Dave- spent 539.31, sold $393.35, used $58 for floating budget on lit for H&I
Secretary – Bailey- I am willing to run again for secretary if that is where the area thinks I will best serve this area this year. I bought new folders for our file box and was reimbursed for $10.68. I also received login info for the campsite website from Edward. It appears that since we have used the same login for multiple years we are not being charged the deposit so we are allowed to continue using this login. We need to figure out when the campsite is available to register whether that is the 1st of the year or a year prior and get that done.

Break @ 11:45 Reconvened @ 10:55
Note:13 of 13 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Open Forum -
-Joe- nominated Aaron for activities chair for 2019
-Trent needs help going over the resume template sent to us for another area, in fact I will touch on this in my email please refer to what I wrote for
-Recent minutes are now listed on yavapaina.org
-Flagstaff needs our support and if you want to go to a meeting out there get in contact with Aaron!

Old Business- none

New Business- Eric talked with Rich from safe harbor and he said that 5:30 upstairs on saturdays and 7 pm downstairs on Saturdays is open and that Sunday is also really open.
- Also something for homegroups to think about while trying to carry the message to addicts is that some treatment centers are not allowed to attend the meetings if there is vaping going on inside.
- BRING YOUR RESUMES TO AREA ON OCTOBER

End of Business
Treasurer’s Final Report-
Income: Donations 7th=$371
Lit= $392.35
Activities= $1528 ( 20 OF THIS WAS GIVEN BACK BECAUSE IT WAS NOT USED) from numbers up in activities about the campout
(total income= $2,292.35)
Expenses: H&I= $10 for rent ------ also used part of floating budget for literature mentioned above
Area= rent $20
Literature = $539.31 which was paid prior
Bailey reimbursement for folders= $10.68
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( total expenses= $315.68)
Ending balance of $4,317.17
Close Meeting  1st Aaron  2nd Eric
Meeting adjourned @ 11:48 with 3rd Step Prayer.